ReproScan
Veterinary Ultrasound Technology

PRODUCT CATALOG

ReproScan XTC
This unique, light weight, and portable
cattle ultrasound is designed with more
features to be compatible with extension
arm technology. Used traditionally through
arm in methods or with the extension arm.
It allows for rapid pregnancy diagnosis.

FEATURES/SPECS
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4.0 MHz 60mm convex rectal probe

4 preset examination settings

80 element ruggedized probe

6cm - 22cm Rapid Zoom with indicator

6 hour lithium ion interchangeable battery

Multiple grid setting for measuring & aging fetus

Charge from 120/240 VAC or 12V DC (Car Charger)

Freeze button

Battery indicator on display

2.4 GHz wireless sender with on/off capabilities

1.5kg (3.3lb) including battery

VGA 5 VDC video out port with LEMO connector

Splash proof casing

NTSC/PAL video out port with BNC connector

Compatible with ReproArm & OJO Goggles

Waist strap, shoulder strap, fanny pack or backpack

Wireless or directly wired Bright LCD Monitor

2 year warranty

BoviScan Curve
This light weight, extremely portable
cattle ultrasound unit is designed for
arm extension (with ReproArm) or for
rapid arm in cow pregnancy diagnoses.

FEATURES/SPECS

4.0 MHz 60 mm convex rectal probe (2.0 to 5.0 MHz)

Protective gel sleeve for added protection

80 element ruggedized probe

Works with OJO Goggles & Bright LCD monitor

Built-in 8 hour lithium ion battery

Compatible with 3 sizes of ReproArms

Charge from 120/240 VAC or 12 DC (Car Charger)

Up to 4 preset examination settings

Battery indicator on display

6 to 22 cm Rapid Zoom with indicator

1.54 kg (3.4 lb) weight including battery

Multiple grid setting for measuring and aging fetus

Can be used while charging

VGA 5 VDC Video Out port with LEMO connector

Splash proof

NTSC/PAL Video Out port with RCA connector

Comfortable Waist strap

2 year warranty
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BoviScan Linear
This machine is marked by is
simplicity. Designed specifically for
"arm in cow" ultrasound examinations
this unit is lightweight, user friendly,
and portable.

FEATURES/SPECS
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6.5 MHz 60 mm linear rectal probe (5.0 to 9.0 MHz)

Protective gel sleeve for added protection

80 element ruggedized probe

Works with OJO Goggles & Bright LCD monitor

Built-in 8 hour lithium ion battery

Compatible with Linear ReproArm

Charge from 120/240 VAC or 12 DC (Car Charger)

Up to 4 preset examination settings

Battery indicator on display

4 to 16 cm Rapid Zoom with indicator

1.54 kg (3.4 lb) weight including battery

Multiple grid setting for measuring and aging fetus

Can be used while charging

VGA 5 VDC Video Out port with LEMO connector

Splash proof

NTSC/PAL Video Out port with RCA connector

Comfortable waist strap

2 year warranty

BoviScan HD
This high definition unit contains the latest
ultrasound technology. With higher resolution
and higher quality images the HD allows for
an extremely accurate exam. The HD increases
user comfort through streamlined probe size
and reduced cord diameter.

FEATURES/SPECS
7.5 MHz 60 mm linear rectal probe (5.0 to 9.0 MHz)

Works with OJO Goggles & other popular goggles

128 Element ruggedized probe

Compatible with bright LCD monitor

8 hour lithium ion built-in battery

Compatible with Linear ReproArm

Charge from 120/240 VAC or 12 DC (Car Charger)

Up to 4 preset examination settings

Can be used while still charging

4 to 16 cm Rapid Zoom with indicator

Battery indicator on display

Multiple grid setting for measuring and aging fetus

1.54 kg (3.4 lb) weight including battery

VGA 5 VDC Video Out port with LEMO connector

Splash proof casing

NTSC/PAL Video Out port with RCA connector

Protective gel sleeve for added protection

High Resolution

Comfortable waist strap

2 year warranty on both unit and probe
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ReproScan LED
This multi-probe unit is versatile,
portable, and affordable. An excellent
choice for the mixed animal veterinarian,
it's built-in LED screen offers a bright
and clear image.

FEATURES/SPECS

5 probe options for large and small animal examinations

CINE loop/zoom/freeze/store

6.5 MHz linear and 4.0 MHz convex rectal probe options

100 images of internal storage

C20 6.5MHz, C60 3.5MHz, L40 7.5 MHz probe options

Measurement calipers

5 hour interchangeable lithium ion battery

Splash proof buttons

Can be powered from 120/240 V and 12V DC Car Charger

Multiple species fetal aging software

Battery indicator on display

Multiple display options from VGA output

3 lbs including battery

Bright 14 cm 5.5 in LCD display

Protective gel sleeve for added protection

1 year warranty on ultrasound unit & probe

Compatible with up to 4 ReproArms
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Graham Innovations NFI 5000
Compatible with different ultrasound
systems, the NFI5000 allows for complete
versatility. With OLED technology it provides
a bright, high resolution image. Both
lightweight and durable, the NFI offers an
excellent quality as well as excellent
peripheral vision.
FEATURES/SPECS
Durable sealed anodized aluminum casing
Water resistant
Adjustable brightness, contast and image orientation
Switchless-settings are changed via external magnet
60 grams (2 oz)
Low power consumption
PAL or NTSC signal compatible
1 year warranty
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ReproScan Monitor 2.0
The same trusted performance as the
Bright LCD Monitor, the Monitor 2.0
provides increased image quality to any
machine. Now wireless when paired with
the ReproScan XTC the Monitor 2.0 is even
more versatile!

FEATURES/SPECS
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1,000 nit brightness

1 year warranty

Anti-reflective screen coating

Ram Mount compatible for easy set up

IP65 weatherproof frame

Can be used while charging

Touchscreen controls

Comes in ReproScan’s sunshade bag to reduce sun glare

8 hour built-in lithium ion battery

Direct-wire compatible with other ReproScan equipment

Increased screen brightness to boost in-field visibility

Accepts 4 signals: 2.4 MHz wireless, VGA, HDMI and

New software to increase image quality

AV composite

Accessories

ReproScan
Veterinary Ultrasound Technology

ReproArm
There are 4 uniquely engineered and designed
ReproArms. Utilization of ReproArm technology
reduces shoulder and arm strain on the practitioner.
The ReproArm allows for safer and faster
pregnancy diagnosis.

OPTIONS
REGULAR ARM

32" 85 cm

SHORTY ARM

23" 60 cm

KIWI ARM

27" 70 cm

LINEAR ARM

32" 85 cm

Bright LCD Monitor
Specifically designed for those bright sunny days, the LCD
monitor is a game changer. This versatile monitor can be used
with any of our units. The superior image quality allows for quick
and accurate pregnancy diagnosis. The monitor works with VGA
and Composite NTSC/PAL input signals, and has optional 2.4
GHz wireless capabilities.

OJO Goggles
Need complete mobility? The OJO goggles are a high
resolution and a lightweight option. These goggles are
comfortable and can be paired with any unit enabling you to
have a wide field of view. Designed to maximize quality, the
OJO's optimize mobility and clarity for users.
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1 877 890 2411

CONTACT US

inquiry@repro-scan.com

Canada

6 - 320 W.T. Hill Blvd. South
Lethbridge, AB, T1J 4W9

repro-scan.com

ReproScan
Veterinary Ultrasound Technology
United States

9450 SW Gemini Dr. ECM#43795
Beaverton, OR, 97008

